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NGJA COURSES
The State has hosted two NGJA courses, DFW and Houston. 
 The participation in both of them has been fabulous.  Thank
you to Eric Briley, Cameron Sweny, and Mark Sherman for
doing such a great job putting this year's courses together.

There is one FINAL course this Saturday.  This will be the ONLINE
course.  This is the first we have had in a nonpandemic time,
to allow those that were unable to make it to the previous two
courses to get their certification for this upcoming season.

NGJA COURSE STUDY
INFORMATION

WWW.TGJA.ORG

TGJA JUDGES AVAILABILITY 

Two or more people can form a team (please no more
than 5 on a team)
At least one team member must be an NGJA member
Foreign teams are encouraged to participate
Coaches and interested parties can participate as team
members with an NGJA judge
Teams must be entered no later than Monday, 21
November
There is no entry fee

NCAA Challenge Team Registration OPEN
Instructions for registering your team for the 2022 NCAA
Judges Challenge can be found below. Participation in this is
a great opportunity to get warmed up for the season and
knock any rust off and apply new rules to routines.  Here is the
URL for the NCAA Challenge page:
http://64.227.58.251/ngjachallenge
Click on "LOG IN" (no username or password) to begin the
registration process.
Below are the general rules for the challenge:
Entry Requirements
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President: Kevin Muenz
Technical Vice President: Eric Briley
Education Vice President: Mark Sherman
Secretary: Courtney Parker
Treasurer: Travis Blue

TGJA WEBSITE CHANGES

TGJA's website is under construction
currently.  We are changing up the layout
to best include all the organizations that
our judges represent.  The goal is that
this will be a one-stop shop for anything
you will need to judge.

TGJA Members, make sure that you fill out the TGJA
Judges Availability form that is linked below.  It can
also be found on the TGJA website under
Developmental Program.  This will help our Technical
Vice President, Eric Briley, assign meets this season.     

TGJA Judges Availability 
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